
School 
Improvement 
Goals 

PLAN:  What will be the focus of our learning?  (Based on review of Data Inventory and/or student achievement data)

Which BIPSA 
objectives 
align with 
your goals? 

ACT:  What will we implement and evaluate? (Strategies and Success Criteria)

Identify 
strategies to be 
implemented in 
classrooms.  
  
  
  
  
  
(see BIPSA,SEF 
and curricular 
expectations for 
examples of 
strategies) 
  
  
Identify educator 
and student 
success criteria 
and evidence to 
be collected (How 
will you 
determine 
effectiveness of 
strategy?) 
  
Identify required 
resources and 
professional 
learning to 
support the 
implementation 
of the strategies

ASSESS/OBSERVE:  How are we doing? (Review qualitative & quantitative data related to success criteria)

Educator 
experiences 
with the 
Implementation 
of the Strategy

School: Date:

Outcomes or 
Impact of 
Strategy on 
students

Changes in 
Student 
Achievement 
(What did you 
learn about 
your 
students?)

REFLECT:  What did we find? (Reflect on the learning)

Members of SIT:

TVDSB Roadmap for School Improvement

Changes in 
Instructional 
Practice 
(What did you 
learn about 
your 
practice?)
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	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField3[0]: Improve students understanding of how numbers are related and their ability to communicate these relationships   Resources and Professional Learning * Teachers will participate in professional learning i.e. adding up, take away, constant difference, embedded quantity, inverse  
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	form1[0].#subform[0].TextField4[0]: Strategies: * Collaborate with Instructional coach, Learning Coordinator, SIP team and System staff to develop understanding of number relationships* Be flexible with numbers using progressive models while forming intentional connections in and among math curriculum strands* Implement a whole school common math task to collect current evidence of student math knowledge* Use criteria to analyze student math tasks to quantify the qualitative data* Base staff learning on the evidence collected from the common whole school math task and instructional needs* Focus on the decomposition of number and the progressive use of models * Consider collated grade expectations when developing differentiated lessons that address the specific learning needs of all studentsEvidence to be collected: * Student work shows evidence of the use of models (decomposition, number line)* School wide task Success criteria (students) * Actively engaged in the mathematics program* Demonstrate an ability to solve and check mathematical questions using a variety of progressive models (decomposition, number line)* Communicate their understanding of mathematical concepts, not just a summary of steps used to solve the task  Success criteria (teachers) * Evidence of decomposition of number is apparent in classroom/lesson* Number lines, visual models, anchor charts are evident in the classrooms* Progressive connected number talks are part of the numeracy programs* Check using another model is integral part of numeracy program
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